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COLLECTION SUMMARY

Creator: Don Siemon
Title: Aurukun Papers
Collection no: MS 4177
Date range: 1960-1978
Extent: 3 archive boxes, 0.5 shelf metres
Repository: Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies

CULTURAL SENSITIVITY STATEMENT

It is a condition of use of this finding aid, and of the collection described in it, that users ensure that any use of the information contained in it is sympathetic to the views and sensitivities of relevant Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.

This includes:

Language

Users are warned that this finding aid may contain words and descriptions which may be culturally sensitive and which might not normally be used in certain public or community contexts. Terms and descriptions which reflect the author’s attitude, or that of the period in which the manuscript was written, and which may be considered inappropriate today in some circumstances, may also be used.

Deceased persons

Users of this finding aid should be aware that, in some Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, seeing images of deceased persons in photographs, film and books or hearing them in recordings etc. may cause sadness or distress and in some cases, offend against strongly held cultural prohibitions.
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ACCESS TO COLLECTION

Access and use conditions

Materials listed in this finding aid may be subject to access conditions required by Indigenous communities and/or depositors. Users are advised that access to some materials may be subject to these access conditions.

Copying and quotation

Copying of, and quoting from, unpublished material may be subject to the conditions determined by the depositor of the manuscripts. In accordance with the Copyright Act 1968, Section 51, materials are only provided for private study and use.

Obtaining access, copying and quotation permissions

In cases where these permissions are required they must be obtained in writing and must be signed. Further information can be found on the AIATSIS website on the Ordering collection items page. Contact Collections staff for further information.

Although Manuscripts are not available on Interlibrary loan, they may be available via document supply (photocopying), subject to access conditions, if they are already digitized.

Email Collections Staff or telephone +61 2 6246 1182

Access conditions

Series 1 Correspondence: Closed pending donor’s or Executive Director Collections permission, Not for interlibrary loan (R2b C1a)

Series 2 – 4: Open Access – reading. Copyright applies. Not for interlibrary loan; may be available for document delivery

Preferred citation

Items from this collection should be cited as [Title or description of manuscript item], Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies, MS [insert number], Series [insert number], Subseries [insert number], Item or Folder [insert number].

For example:

Letter Don Siemon to David Combe, Nov 1975, Aurukun Papers of Don Siemon, Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies, MS 4177, Series 5, Folder 1.
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COLLECTION OVERVIEW

Scope and contents note

Don Siemon collected these papers during the period he worked for International Development Action (IDA) and the collection reflects his and IDA’s involvement at Aurukun.
Most of the collection relates to passage of the Queensland Government’s *Aurukun Associates Agreement Act 1975* and the opposition to this legislation by the Aurukun Aboriginal community, IDA and other Non-Governmental Organisations, churches, unions and others. The collection includes press clippings, campaign material and correspondence.

**Provenance**

The Aurukun papers of Don Siemon were forwarded to the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies in 1996 by the Cape York Land Council Library. They were originally passed to the Land Council by Frank McKeown who had received them from Don Siemon, who requested that they be lodged in the Institute once relevant Aboriginal communities had finished with them.

**Material separated from the collection**

No material has been separated from the collection.

**Related material**

AIATSIS holds a further collection of IDA papers at MS 3800, *Papers, International Development Action* which includes drafts of IDA’s Mapoon Books, related correspondence, press clippings and other material.


For a complete list of material on Aurukun, IDA and related issues consult Mura®, the AIATSIS Collections Catalogue. For access to Audiovisual material contact Collections

**Important**: Before clicking on the links to the catalogue entries please read our sensitivity message.

**Archivist’s note**

The arrangement and description of the papers is modelled on a preliminary listing of the contents, completed soon after the collection arrived at AIATSIS in 2003. The sequence of the documents is roughly chronological. Some newspaper clippings and other documents are repeated across folders. Duplicates within folders have not been retained.

The access conditions for this collection were set by the Senior Archivist after contact with the donor over a period of twelve months, including phone calls and email messages, by the Senior Archivist, the volunteer who arranged and described this collection and compiled this
finding aid, and the AIATSIS Rights Manager, did not elicit signed Deeds of Gift or Copyright. The most recent contacts, by email, did not elicit any response at all.

The provenance trail (outlined above) indicates that it was Don Siemon's intention that the collection come to AIATSIS. The contacts made by AIATSIS staff gave the donor the opportunity to withdraw the collection, in whole or in part, if he wanted. Reasonable attempts having been made, the Senior Archivist set the access conditions based on the collection content.

Most of the collection is material in the public domain; these series are open access. Series 1 Correspondence has been closed pending permission from the donor or the Director Collection Development and Management.

*If the donor wishes to come to a different arrangement, he is urged to email manuscripts@aiatsis.gov.au*

**Abbreviations used in this finding aid**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>Australian Broadcasting Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACF</td>
<td>Australian Conservation Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACFOA</td>
<td>Australian Council for Overseas Aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTU</td>
<td>Australian Council of Trade Unions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALP</td>
<td>Australian Labor Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOEMAR</td>
<td>[Presbyterian Church] Board of Ecumenical Missions and Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDA</td>
<td>International Development Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non-Governmental Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms</td>
<td>manuscript</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>no date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p/c</td>
<td>photocopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ts</td>
<td>typescript</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE**

Don Siemon is an Australian social policy advocate who was active in efforts to mobilise support for the Aurukun Aboriginal community in its dispute with the Queensland Government over proposed bauxite mining at Aurukun. Siemon was at the time working with International Development Action (IDA), a Melbourne-based NGO. Formed in 1970, IDA initially concentrated on overseas development issues but from 1973 focused increasingly on Australian Aboriginal communities.

In cooperation with the Aurukun community, Siemon and IDA implemented a campaign of representations to Federal politicians, the national media, unions and others, as well as engaging with like-minded NGOs and the wider general public. In so doing, IDA contributed to the movement that saw the Aurukun dispute come to national prominence. For backgrounding purposes, IDA produced a 'Dossier on the Proposed Mining at Aurukun', first circulated in November 1975. IDA also published the three volume Mapoon Books which
dealt mainly with events after bauxite deposits were identified on the Mapoon Aboriginal reserve but also included material on issues arising from the bauxite deposits at Weipa and Aurukun.

After IDA, Don Siemon worked for community sector organisations in the overseas aid, environment, consumer, welfare and publishing fields before joining the Brotherhood of St Laurence in 1992 where he was Director, Social Action and Research. He has written or contributed to a range of publications on social inclusion issues, including poverty measurement, child care, social security policies, tax and budget policies, the provision and pricing of essential services, and the restructuring of human services. Siemon has also been and advisor to government and non-government bodies. He holds a Bachelor of Engineering and Master of Engineering Science from Monash University. Don Siemon's position in 2018 is Manager, Priority Cohorts, at the Victorian Department of Education and Training.

References

SERIES DESCRIPTION

Series 1  Correspondence, 1960-78

MS 4177/1 This series consists mainly of correspondence and other material relating to the IDA campaign to oppose proposed bauxite mining at Aurukun. It also includes material on action taken by the Aurukun Aboriginal community, BOEMAR and others, as well as correspondence between Frank Purcell (Aurukun community legal adviser) and the mining consortium's lawyers.

ITEMS

MS 4177/1/1 Civil Society, Trade Union and Campaign Letters 1976-77
Includes letters from Dutch NGO Stichting Onderzoek Multinationale Ondernemingen (The Centre for Research on Multinational Corporations), draft IDA campaign letters and a 1977 Queensland Trades and Labor Council letter confirming support for the Aurukun people Ts., Ms.

MS 4177/1/2 Letters to and from Aurukun, 1975-76
Mainly exchanges of correspondence between IDA and contacts at Aurukun, including “Mike” to “Don, Sue, Tony, et al”; Don Siemon to Don Peinkinna; Don Siemon to “Frank”, and to “Eric”; J Roberts (IDA) to “Eric” and to “Frank”; “Jeannie and John” to “Don and Sue and others”; “John, Jeannie, Paul and Mark” to “Yules and company”; Pat Zehntner to “Barbara”; and “Don” to “Jeanie, John. Paul and Mark” Ms., p/c, Ts.

MS 4177/1/3 Aurukun action taken – general, 1974-76
Mainly action taken by the Aurukun Aboriginal Community, IDA, BOEMAR, NGOs and unions. Includes correspondence with political and official figures; BOEMAR and other church action; the Aurukun Aboriginal Community’s Dec 1975 Press Release, a [IDA?] Feb 1976 ‘Summary of the Aurukun situation’; an Aurukun Associates letter on discussions at Aurukun; lists of contacts, action taken, and needed Ts., Ms., p/c

MS 4177/1/3a Photocopies of the original papers in 4177/1/3

MS 4177/1/4 Letters: Don Siemon to Brian Toohey, (Australian Financial Review) and Neville Curtis (Development News Digest) to Don Siemon
IDA’s Dec 1975 letter to Brian Toohey enclosing the IDA Aurukun dossier, and Neville Curtis's Mar 1976 letter regarding publication of article on Aurukun [article not sighted but is at AIATSIS collection “Records of the Aboriginal Embassy”, Folder MS 4013/1/4/1] carbon copy, Ts.

MS 4177/1/5 Letters from Frank Purcell’s files 1973-76
Mainly correspondence between Frank Purcell (Aurukun Community legal advisor) and the Aurukun mining consortium lawyers, the Aurukun Council and others. Also includes an ACF letter opposing mining at Aurukun and a
Jesuit memo on questions to be put to Comalco
p/c, Ts.

**MS 4177/1/6**
Correspondence John Brown (BOEMAR), 1977
Mainly correspondence with Ann Wigglesworth (IDA) after she was refused entry to the Aurukun Mission.
Ts., p/c

**Series 2**
**Aurukun Associates Agreement Bill 1975**

**MS 4177/2**
This series consists of copies of the *Aurukun Associates Agreement Bill 1975* and the Queensland parliament’s debates on the Bill

**ITEMS**

**MS 4177/2/1**
*Aurukun Associates Agreement Bill 1975* (2 copies, one incomplete)
p/c

**MS 4177/2/2**
*Aurukun Associates Agreement Bill 1975*, Hansard Debates, 2 and 4 Dec 1975
Annotated p/c

**Series 3**
**Mining**

**MS4177/3**
This series consists mainly of documents relating to opposition to bauxite mining at Aurukun, including action taken by Queensland and national Aboriginal bodies and BOEMAR and other churches. It includes briefing papers, press releases, articles, funding appeals and newspaper clippings. Documents in this series are individually numbered as shown. Some press clippings in this series are also found in other series.

**ITEMS**

**MS 4177/3/1**
Mining – Opposition to the *Aurukun Associates Agreement Act 1975* and the Aurukun Takeover, 1975-78

3/1/1 Photographs of Aurukun Aboriginal protesters

3/1/2 ‘Notes on the Aurukun Case’ and ‘Relevant Extracts from the Liberal and National Country Parties Aboriginal Affairs Policy’. Two copies, one marked “Put out in Canberra” n.d. annotated roneo

3/1//3 Flyer, ‘The Aurukun people will win’
Australian Independence Movement, n.d.
Ts
3/1/4 ‘The N.Q. Messagestick’, Newsletter of the N.Q. Land Rights Committee
Issue mainly on mining at Aurukun and Mapoon, n.d.
ronéo

p/c, Ms.

p/c

3/1/7 ‘Mining at Aurukun – the Facts’, Rev Dr Robert Bos
Two copies, one annotated “Presbyterians”, n.d.
ronéo

3/1/8 ‘Open letter to all Members of the Queensland Legislative Assembly Re the proposed Mining Bill “Aurukun Associates”’
J.R. Sweet, BOEMAR (Queensland), 1 Dec 1975
annotated roneo

3/1/9 'Controversy on "Aurukun Associates Agreement" Bill. Events since early 1973 when Mr Frank Purcell was appointed by Aurukun as their Legal Adviser on Mining’
J.R. Sweet, BOEMAR (Queensland), n.d.
annotated roneo

Covers land rights, mining and other issues
p/c

Text of item on Aurukun writ to delay the bauxite mining bill
p/c

3/1/12 Press Release, 22 Dec 1975
IDA and others telex to Billiton Head Office
Ts.

3/1/13 Press Release, 7 Dec 1975
Aurukun Aboriginal Community
ronéo
3/1/14 ‘Re: Aurukun Associates Agreement Act 1975’
F. G. Brennan address to Aboriginal Islander Catholic Council, Jan 1976
ronéo

3/1/15 ‘Mr Paul Braddy – Response to the DAIA [Queensland Department of Aboriginal and Island Affairs] representative’, 7 Jan 1976
ronéo

Letter from Jim Sweet, (BOEMAR),
ronéo

3/1/17 ‘Summary of telephone conversation with Sam Edenborough of BOEMAR’, 2 Feb 1976
carbon copy

3/1/18 ‘The Mining Companies on Aurukun Tribal Land’
Two copies, one annotated
p/c

3/1/19 ‘Aurukun Resolution Adopted by National Committee of Action for World Development on 21.3.76’
ronéo

3/1/20 ‘BOEMAR Statement in Reply to the Reported Statements of the Queensland Minister for Mines, Mr Camm, in The Sydney Morning Herald – 22 March 1976’
ronéo

ronéo

National Aboriginal Consultative Committee,
p/c

3/1/23 Motions passed at North Queensland Land Council Meeting 25-27 November, 77’
[annotated on back of last page]
ronéo

3/1/24 NQ Land Council, Newsletter No. 1, Apr 1978
ronéo
North Queensland Aboriginal Land Council, 31 Aug 1978
roneo

3/1/26  Press clippings, most not showing source or date [likely ample].
Nov-Dec 1975], includes copies of some press clippings found in other folders
p/c

Series 4  Aurukun people’s transcripts and statements

MS 4177/4  This series consists of transcripts of meetings with Aurukun people and statements, mainly on mining at Aurukun. Documents in Item 1 are individually numbered as shown.

ITEMS

MS 4177/4/1 Transcripts and statements.

4/1/1  ‘Frank Yungaporta – Cairns’
Record of a meeting that included Frank Yungaporta; “Gladys”; other Aboriginal people; “JR” [J Roberts IDA?] and a “European Manager”. Topics include Wikmunken people’s country, Ornyao (Winken Swamp) sacred sites and bauxite mining, n.d
p/c

4/1/2  ‘The Dutch Defeated at Cape Keerweer’
Record of a conversation between “Jan” and “Wallamby”, n.d.
p/c

4/1/3  ‘Meetings at Aurukun on Tuesday 9th December 1975 in Connection with the Aurukun Associates Agreement Bill with Regard to Bauxite Mining on Aurukun Aboriginal Reserve’.
Participants included Aurukun community members, SG Edenborough (BOEMAR) and Bruce Johnson (Aboriginal Legal Service, Cairns) annotated p/c

4/1/4  ‘Statement’, Aurukun people, 7 Dec 1975
Statement opposing mining, and an annotated draft roneo, p/c

4/1/5  Handwritten document marked “unfinished” and “Tape marked Chairman”
Record of a meeting that included “JR” [J Roberts IDA?]; Gladys; Albert Shepparton; Myrtle Shepparton; Helen; Frank Yungaporta and others. Topics included sacred sites in the Pera Head area and bauxite mining at
**MS 4177, Aurukun Papers of Don Siemon**

Weipa and Aurukun, n.d.
Ms.

**MS 4177/4/2** ‘IDA Aurukun’, ‘IDA Aurukun 4’, ‘Alice W, Philip M, IDA Aurukun 3’. One Audio cassettes x 2; one marked “Faulty Tape”
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**Series 5** Dossier on the proposed mining at Aurukun, 1975-76

**MS 4177/5** This series contains complete and incomplete copies of two versions of IDA’s ‘Dossier on the Proposed Mining at Aurukun’, one 22 pages long, the other 31 pages. It also includes the 3 Dec 1975 supplement to the dossier.

**ITEMS**

**MS 4177/5/1** Aurukun Dossiers – Dec 1976
Dossier, related correspondence and some additional material, including letter Jan Roberts to the Aurukun people, n.d.; letter Don Siemon to David Combe (then ALP Federal Secretary) advising the dossier was being sent, 28 Nov 1975; form letter from Don Siemon [most likely to Queensland ALP members. See Folder MS4177/1/3], 1 Dec 1975; two photocopies of the 22 page dossier, n.d.; incomplete photocopy of the 31 page dossier n.d.; copies of ‘Supplement to Dossier’, 3 Dec 1975, some with attached media items; and ‘Democracy Gone Walk-About – or – Queensland’s ASIO’, unsourced commentary on the *Aurukun Associates Agreement Act 1975*, n.d.
Ts., Ms., p/c

**MS 4177/5/1a** Photocopies of most documents in 4177/5/1. [Does not include the 31 page dossier]
p/c

**MS 4177/5/2** Aurukun Dossiers – Dec 1976
Original incomplete typescript of the 31 page dossier
Ts.

**MS 4177/5/3** Dossiers on Aurukun Crisis – Dec 1976
Mainly photocopies of documents in the previous folders of this series, including incomplete texts of the dossier, correspondence, and various loose papers. Also includes a *Mining Journal*, 21 Jan 1977, report that the joint venturer had settled its differences with the “locals”
p/c
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**Series 6** Campaign material opposing Aurukun bauxite

**MS 4177/6** This series contains leaflets, notes and press releases relating to the campaign against mining at Aurukun. Documents in this series are individually numbered as shown.
MS 4177, Aurukun Papers of Don Siemon

ITEMS

**MS 4177/6/1**  
Aurukun Leaflets and Press Releases including from IDA

6/1/1 ‘Sordid Australian racialism: the Queensland Act’.  
Leaflet issued by Aboriginal Action, Vic, n.d.  
Ts. [Also held in Library at P LAN]

6/1/2a-b ‘Aurukun Aborigines swindled’.  
Land Rights Committee, Vic, n.d.  
Two copies one with related newspaper articles attached  
Ts., p/c

6/1/3 ‘Aurukun Aborigines not consulted in bauxite swindle’  
Authorised by G Howells, Vic, n.d.  
Two copies, one annotated “File – for Peacock Meeting”  
ronéo

6/1/4 ‘Apartheid in Australia – Queensland’,  
Campaign Against Racial Exploitation, Vic, n.d.  
Ts.

6/1/5 ‘Aurukun’, written for Melbourne Land Rights Support Committee  
newsletter, n.d  
annotated Ts.

6/1/6 ‘Proposed Mining at Aurukun’  
annotated Ts.

6/1/7-8 ‘A Message from the Aurukun People’  
Aurukun Aboriginal community press release, 7 Dec 1975.  
Two copies, one with minor variations  
Ts., ronéo

6/1/9 ‘Draft Question for Radio’  
Handwritten text with annotation n.d.  
Ms.

6/1/10 ‘Leaflets and Press Releases by us et al’,  
Handwritten list, n.d.  
Ms.

6/1/11 Assorted campaign materials  
‘Beware – The McDonald – Bjelke-Petersen – Fraser Clique’  
North East Branch, Communist Party of Australia, n.d.  
‘ASCM Schools Newsletter’  
Article on Aurukun by Liz Denney (IDA), n.d.  
‘ACF urges Aurukun inquiry’, 7 Jan 1976  
ACF news release  
‘for Streten’s book 19/1/76’  
two paragraphs on Aurukun
‘Aurukun’
Queensland Aboriginal Embassy, Brisbane, 9 Jun 1976 with flyer for a
“Mass Rally” on 11 June
roneos, annotated roneos, carbon copies, p/c

Ts.

6/1/13  Extract from unknown document quoting Justice Woodward on
consultation with Aboriginal people and decision making, n.d.
ron eo

MS 4177/6/1a  Photocopies of the original papers in MS 4177/6/1
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Series 7  Other papers, 1960-77

MS 4177/7  This series contains various papers, including on Aurukun and the Aurukun
Mission, environmental protection, land rights, missionaries, conservation in
Cape York and alcohol. Documents in this series are individually numbered
as shown.

ITEMS

MS 4177/7/1  Papers on Aurukun and other missions, Aboriginal reserves and other topics

7/1/1  ‘Aurukun Mission’, unknow author, n.d.
Two copies, one annotated “From Pauline P.”
p/c

7/1/2  ‘Commission on Aboriginal Development, Australian Council of
Churches’ Newslink, n.d.
ron eo

under signature of WF MacKenzie, Superintendent
p/c

7/1/4  ‘Report of Secretary, Rev. J.R. Sweet on the occasion of his visit to
Aurukun, Weipa, Mapoon and Thursday Island – June 1960’, [incomplete]
p/c

7/1/5  ‘The Aurukun story’, Feb 1976
R. Buchhorn, Asst. Sec. National Commission for Justice and Peace,
two versions, 7pp and 3pp
ron eo

7/1/6  Collection of historical quotes and other material on Cape York
Aborigines and missions, n.d.
p/c .
7/1/7  Return to Mapoon: Impressions from a visit to Mapoon and Weipa, 30 Sept – 4 Oct 1974
Colville Crowe
roneo

7/1/8 ‘Everything you always wanted to know about The Environment Protection (Impact of Proposals) Act but were afraid to ask’
[Commonwealth] Department of Environment pamphlet, Jun 1975
Ts.

7/1/9  ABC Radio PM Program, 29 Jun 1977
Interview with Rev. Jim Sweet, transcript
carbon copy

7/1/10 ABC Radio PM Program, 30 Jun 1977
Item on law and order problems at Aurukun, transcript
carbon copy

Item on Queensland government’s Cape York conservation projects
carbon copy

7/1/12 Handwritten notes on contacts with NGOs, officials, politicians and
the media, mainly on Aurukun mining and IDA responses, n.d., author
unknown
Ms.

7/1/13 Photocopy of Department of Mines, Queensland, Counties of Archer,
Kendall & Pera’ [not to scale] and photocopies of sections of maps, n.d.
Annotated p/c
[Manuscript Plan Cabinet 6, Drawer 3]

7/1/14  ‘Submission 3 IDA Papua New Guinea Project’, March 1976
annotated Ts.

MS 4177/7/1a  Photocopies of original items in 4177/7/1 except 4177/7/1/13
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Series 8   Newspaper clippings 1971-78

MS 4177/8 This series consists mainly of press items on the Aurukun bauxite mining
proposal, the enabling legislation passed by the Queensland Parliament,
and opposition by the Aurukun people, church groups and others. In addition
to the mainstream press, the series includes Aboriginal and church printed
media, and electronic media transcripts.

ITEMS

MS 4177/8/1 Aurukun press clippings, 1971-76.
Mostly from the period Nov/Dec 1975, including developments in the lead-up
to the Aurukun Associates Agreement Act 1975 and the period immediately
MS 4177, Aurukun Papers of Don Siemon

after passage of the legislation. Also includes handwritten transcripts of several press items and transcripts of ABC radio coverage. The pieces are in rough date order, with some 1976 items duplicated in folder 4177/8/2. Ts., p/c, Ms.

MS 4177/8/1a Photocopies of original documents in MS 4177/8/1

MS 4177/8/2 Aurukun Press Clippings 1976-77
Mostly press clippings from the first half of 1976. The items are in rough date order and include reporting on involvement of the Federal and Queensland governments, the Presbyterian and other churches, unions and NGOs, and Frank Purcell’s role. Ts., p/c.

One oversize Netherlands Trade Union Confederation item removed to Plan Cabinet 5, Drawer 3

MS 4177/8/2a Photocopies of original documents in MS 4177/8/2

MS 4177/8/3 Aurukun Press Clippings 1978
Mostly press clippings from the period March-April 1978 dealing with the Queensland government’s takeover of the Aurukun community and the Federal government intervention that lead to self-management. p/c
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Series 9 Printed works

MS 4177/9 This series consists of a number of short publications from varied sources, most of which focus on mining at Aurukun and related issues. Documents in this series are individually numbered as shown.

ITEM

MS 4177/9/1 Pamphlets on Aurukun and related issues

9/1/1 ‘Land – or Life itself’, n.d.
Mission Probe, published jointly by the Methodist Overseas Missions, the Board of Ecumenical Mission and Relations of the Presbyterian Church and the Council for World Mission (Congregational), Ts.]

9/1/2 Stevens F ‘Weipa: the Politics of Pauperization’
Extract from The Australian Quarterly, vol. 41, no. 3, Sept 1969, reprinted for ABSCHOL, the Aboriginal Affairs Department of the National Union of Australian University Students
Ts.

16
MS 4177, Aurukun Papers of Don Siemon

North-East Branch, Communist Party of Australia, Brisbane
Ts.

9/1/4 The magazine of education subscription service & open book, issue 18, Nov 1976
Ts.

9/1/5-6 Black News Service
Cover of vol. 2, no. 6, Aug, 1976, and pages 3-26 from unknown issue
Ts.
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<table>
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<tr>
<th>Series</th>
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